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As 1940 drew to a close, Europe teetered on the brink of total domination by German                

forces. France had recently fallen to the Nazis and Britain was facing financial crisis as Hitler                

threatened its shores. Up until this point, the United States had remained stubbornly neutral in               

this European war, insisting that its isolationist foreign policies would prevent German attack.             

President Franklin Roosevelt, however, felt that sending aid to Britain before it was overrun by               

Germany was critical to U.S. defense. Recognizing the dilemma, Roosevelt devised a program             

that would allow the United States to provide assistance to Britain while still maintaining the               

neutrality critical to its national identity. Implementing the Lend-Lease policy during World War             

II allowed the U.S to direct much needed aid to Britain and other Allied nations at a critical time                   

in the conflict, giving this country the opportunity to indirectly enter and prepare for war while                

still remaining neutral. While the United States appeared to be coming to the aid of its ally, the                  

Lend-Lease program was also an act of extreme self-interest. The bill had the effect of               

strengthening the United States’ military and economy in the postwar world, in addition to              

preserving its neutrality as long as possible while others fought.  

Following the conclusion of World War I, the American public became fearful of             

becoming involved in another foreign war. The country began moving towards an isolationist             

foreign policy in an effort to remain out of any conflict that took place abroad. In 1935, as                  

tensions rose in Europe and war loomed on the horizon, the U.S. passed the first Neutrality Act                 

in an attempt to remain out of any possible European conflict (“The Neutrality Acts, 1930s,”               

2017). Three Neutrality Acts were passed between the years of 1935 and 1939, their main               

purpose to prevent financial deals between America and belligerent nations, as the public felt              
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that investment and trade ties with warring nations had drawn them into the first world war                

(Kimball, 2004). As described by the article “The Neutrality Acts, 1930s,” a rising wave of               

fascism in Europe coupled with the Spanish Civil War caused Congress to pass the Neutrality               

Act of 1937. Finally, in 1939, war officially broke out in Europe and the Neutrality Act of 1939                  

became law. President Roosevelt believed that Britain was essential to the United States’ defense              

and disagreed with these Neutrality Acts, although he did sign them. In an effort to allow                

America to dispatch supplies to Britain and France, Roosevelt created the cash-and-carry clause,             

which was added to the Neutrality Act of 1937. This clause originally permitted the exchange of                

goods between countries as long as the materials being traded were not arms. In 1939, Roosevelt                

persuaded Congress to extend the cash-and-carry clause to cover arms as well (“The Neutrality              

Acts, 1930s,” 2017). However, both Britain and France still had to pay cash for supplies, which                

became increasingly difficult as the two countries began verging on bankruptcy (Kimball, 2004).  

The article “Lend-Lease and Military Aid to the Allies in the Early years of World War                

II” also described another attempt to send aid to Britain. In 1940, President Roosevelt signed the                

Destroyers for Bases deal with Winston Churchill, the recently elected British prime minister. In              

this agreement the United States gave Britain fifty destroyers in exchange for 99-year leases on               

territories in Newfoundland and the Caribbean, which could be used for U.S. air and naval bases.                

Churchill had hoped Roosevelt would confer the destroyers to Britain free of any charge, but the                

president knew that Congress and the public would oppose that arrangement. Roosevelt decided             

that access to British bases would assuage the military and public because these bases would               

contribute to the defense of the Western Hemisphere (“Lend-Lease and Military Aid to the Allies               
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in the Early years of World War II,” 2017). Roosevelt kept both America and Britain satisfied                

with the agreement.  

As 1940 ended, Britain’s money was running out. “Britain’s broke,” declared British            

ambassador to the United States Lord Lothian (Seidl, 2016). Confirming this alarming statement,             

the prime minister himself sent a letter to Roosevelt, pleading for American assistance. Churchill              

warned Roosevelt that soon Britain would be unable to pay cash for supplies. He assured               

Roosevelt that the British were not afraid to continue fighting alone, however, he warned that               

“the voice and force of the United States may count for nothing if they are withheld too long”                  

(Churchill, 1940). Churchill asked that Roosevelt proclaim “nonbelligerency,” meaning the          

United States would do everything in its power to aid Britain just short of sending armed troops                 

(Churchill, 1940). FDR was well aware of the threat the Nazi’s posed, and was determined to                

send Britain aid. He was still hopeful, however, that Britain could win the war without U.S.                

assistance, and due to the strong isolationist sentiments in America, he wanted to avoid having to                

convince the public to get involved in an undesirable war (Encyclopedia of the Cold War, 2008).                

Roosevelt was also unsure of whether Britain was actually facing financial crisis and if Churchill               

was someone he wanted to work with to achieve an Allied victory (Parrish 2010). According to                

Thomas Parrish, author of To Keep the British Isles Afloat: FDR’s Men in Churchill’s London, in                

an effort to determine the validity of the financial claims, Roosevelt sent his associate, Harry               

Hopkins, to determine Churchill’s character. Upon receiving a report from Hopkins confirming            

Britain’s dire situation, Roosevelt was convinced of the need to become more involved (Parrish,              

2010). Having just won re-election, Roosevelt immediately began working to convince Congress            

and the public of the importance of aiding Britain.  
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According to Mark Seidl, writing for the FDR Presidential Library and Museum,            

Roosevelt introduced the idea of the Lend-Lease program in a press conference on December 17,               

1940. Likening the proposed plan of lending supplies to Great Britain to lending a neighbor a                

garden hose to put out a fire to prevent your own house from burning down, Roosevelt attempted                 

to convince the public that the Lend-Lease program was merely an act of defense to keep the                 

United States from further involvement in the war (Seidl, 2016). In his most successful fireside               

chat ever, delivered on December 29, 1940, the president aired the concept of Lend-Lease over               

the radio, calling the United States “the great arsenal of democracy” (The Penguin Book of               

Twentieth Century Speeches, 1999). As the 77th Congress prepared to formally convene, an             

article titled “Congress is Alert” described the “basic idea of aiding Britain” and the sense of                

urgency surrounding the proposed plan. On January 6, 1941, President Roosevelt went before             

Congress asking them to grant him the authority to supply arms to Britain and, if the need arose,                  

to other nations (U.S. House of Representatives: History, Art, and Archives, 2017). H.R. 1776              

(National Archives: Today’s Documents from the National Archives, 2017) would “lend-lease or            

otherwise dispose of arms” or other materials to countries whose defense was determined to be               

vital to the United States (www.ourdocuments.gov, 2017). Payment would be deferred until            

later, and it would not be expected in dollars, rather a “consideration” grant by Britain to the U.S.                  

that would generally consist of actions being taken to create a “liberalized international             

economic order” after the war (U.S. House of Representatives: History, Art, and Archives,             

2017). The supplies to be sent to Britain and other friendly nations typically took the form of                 

ships, tanks, aircraft, shells, guns, medicines, food, and fuel (Encyclopedia of the Cold War,              

2008).  
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The bill came under immediate scrutiny from isolationists who insisted that it would             

thrust the nation directly into war. Opposition also included those who worried that Lend-Lease              

would give Roosevelt too much power. This was not a baseless claim, for the bill gave the                 

president “blank-check” powers, authority Roosevelt claimed was necessary so that he might act             

with speed and decisiveness (“President Calls for Swift Action,” 1941). Attempting to restrict             

this almost unlimited power, Congress required that funds for the Lend-Lease program be             

appropriated annually and that regular reports on it were mandatory (Kimball, 2004). The             

American Youth Congress protested the bill, stating that Lend-Lease would establish a military             

dictatorship under the guise of defending democracy (Mallon, 1941). However, others           

completely supported the act, such as former Senator Ernest W. Gibson, the chairman of the               

National Committee to Defend America by Aiding the Allies, who told of his express approval               

of Roosevelt’s Lend-Lease bill as a “necessary step in preserving the peace of the nation”               

(“Gibson Approves ‘Lend-Lease’ Measure,” 1941). Press views varied widely on the topic, as             

evidenced in the article called “Press Views on British Aid Bill,” in which opinions on the                

Lend-Lease program from various newspapers ranged from “cautious approval to sharp           

questioning.” On March 11, after two months of fierce debate, Lend-Lease was signed into law.  

Roosevelt wasted no time putting the bill to work. He swiftly dispatched supplies to              

Britain, and soon additional Allied countries were sent assistance. The program was large and              

difficult to manage (Seidl, 2016). Because the original seven billion dollars in appropriations did              

not sufficiently fund all of the required materials, a supplemental Lend-Lease bill was passed              

(Glass, 2017). Just as the first Lend-Lease bill was considered the “British bill,” the second was                

deemed “Russia’s bill,” and even though some disagreed with the transfer of Lend-Lease goods              
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to the Soviet Union, it was determined that only the Soviets had the power to defeat the Germans                  

on the ground (Reston, 1941). By the war’s end, nearly fifty billion dollars had been used for                 

Lend-Lease, and only approximately eight billion of that amount was repaid through reverse             

Lend-Lease, in which the Allies provided U.S. troops with aid (The Editors of the Encyclopædia               

Britannica, 2018). The Lend-Lease program was ultimately a success, with its enormous            

shipments providing necessary assistance and motivation to keep fighting (Seidl, 2016). It also             

proved a massive success for the United States as it was incredibly useful in preparing them for                 

war and increasing their military and economic powers during and after the war.  

While most criticisms of Lend-Lease bill generally came from the those who attacked the              

act for pulling the country into an unwanted war, Lend-Lease had self interested motivations.              

According to the Roosevelt Institute, the “special relationship” between Great Britain and the             

United States which arose during World War II stemmed from President Roosevelt’s desire to              

form closer ties with Britain so that he might better defend the U.S. and at the same time                  

strengthen America’s military and economy. As World War II drew nearer, Roosevelt worked to              

strengthen America’s relatively weak military through budget increases, attempts to convince an            

isolationist Congress to repeal the Neutrality Acts’ arms embargoes, and forming a closer             

relationship with Britain, a country which he saw as an excellent line of defense for the United                 

States against the Axis forces. Even after the fall of France, when he was advised to concentrate                 

on increasing America’s defenses and to focus less on Britain, Roosevelt continued to pursue              

closer ties with the nation (Roosevelt Institute, 2010). Eventually he enacted the Lend-Lease bill              

as a means of sending the U.K. the supplies it needed to defeat the Nazis, maintaining U.S.                 

neutrality while still actively participating in the war on behalf of the Allies.  
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The Lend-Lease program also fulfilled some of the United States’ wartime goals            

regarding reform of the economy and international system (Encyclopedia of the Cold War,             

2008). Because the U.S. felt that Britain would continue to pose a substantial economic threat to                

it after the war, during the negotiations for the Master Lend-Lease program, it was decided that                

one condition would be for Britain to open itself up to free markets (Kimball). The U.S. wished                 

to shift the world financial center from London to New York City, and finally penetrate               

international trade blocs (Encyclopedia of the Cold War, 2008). Britain and America worked             

together to create a system of economic order in the postwar world which would benefit               

America, as well as eliminating the concern of war debts owed to the U.S. 

The arms transfers of the Lend-Lease program greatly enhanced the United States’            

defense by giving them time to prepare their industrial strength, which in turn took some time to                 

reach its full potential (Kimball, 2004). The United States was allowed to prepare for the war,                

which many acknowledged as inevitable, while still remaining neutral (www.ourdocuments.gov,          

2017). While America was eventually forced into World War II following the Japanese attack on               

Pearl Harbor, exchanging Lend-Lease goods allowed Britain and the Soviet Union to continue             

fighting against Germany for the two additional years it took before America provided its entire               

force, including troops (Klare, 2002). Roosevelt devised the act to allow him to send support to                

Britain, while giving America adequate time to prepare for the war.  

Strangely enough, many of the most prominent criticisms of the Lend-Lease program            

claim that the United States sacrificed far too heavily in the war and contributed more than its                 

fair share in support of the war effort (American Historical Association, 2017). The Lend-Lease              

bill not only kept the United States out of the war for an additional two years, saving countless                  
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American lives in the process (American Historical Association, 2017), it also gave the country              

valuable time to reach its full industrial might before it needed to enter the war (Klare, 2002).                 

The United States rose from the nineteenth largest army in the world, to the most sizable navy                 

and airforce yet seen, allowing a once weak army to become a mighty one (Roosevelt Institute,                

2010). Additionally, the bill acquired tremendous economic power for the United States,            

allowing the postwar world to be virtually debt free which simplified rebuilding efforts (Kimball,              

2004).  

A bill referred to by Winston Churchill as “the most unsordid act,” Lend-Lease was, at its                

roots, created almost entirely for the United States’ benefit. While it did supply the Allies with                

the means to defeat the Nazis, this program favored America far more than any of the nations it                  

was meant to assist. The U.S. made enormous strides towards becoming a dominant world power               

through the Lend-Lease program, using it as a tool to significantly advance them economically              

after the war and as a means of gaining one of the most powerful armies in the world, in addition                    

to helping them meet the postwar world debt free and ready for swift rebuilding and recovery.                

Not only did it secure the country’s defense sufficiently enough to keep American soldiers off               

the battlefields for two years, it also gave the country time to prepare for its inevitable entry into                  

World War II. It was touted as a generous and benevolent act but Lend-Lease was designed for                 

American advancement in a postwar world.  
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increased, were meant to prevent the United States from having relations with any             
foreign country that might involve them in another war, and these acts are what this               
source describes. As the Neutrality Acts were major barriers in the Lend-Lease            
program, it was incredibly helpful to see what each individual act did, and why they               
were each passed.  

 
Books  
 

 
Parrish, Thomas. To Keep the British Isles Afloat: FDR’s Men in Churchill’s London. New  

York: HarperCollins, 2010.  
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A detailed and intriguing novel, To Keep the British Isles Afloat offers an unusual  
perspective into the uncertain beginnings of the Lend-Lease act. President Roosevelt           
hoped that Britain could win the war with American financial assistance so that the              
United States would not have to officially enter the war. While President Roosevelt             
wanted to send assistance to Britain while maintaining his country's neutrality, he            
was unsure that the new British Prime Minister Winston Churchill was someone he             
wanted to work with. Roosevelt sent his associate Harry Hopkins to determine            
Churchill’s character, and after Hopkins supported the prime minister and Roosevelt           
passed the Lend-Lease bill, the president sent Averell Harriman to London to keep             
Britain fighting. The book details the stories of Harriman and Hopkins, two            
individuals involved in one of the most significant partnerships between countries in            
history, and gave me insight into the events leading up to and during the Lend-Lease               
program.  
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Process Paper 

Choosing my topic for NHD was a somewhat difficult process for me. There were many               

topics I was interested in pursuing and it was challenging for me to determine which one I                 

wanted to research and write about. I knew that I wanted to have a topic that was lesser known                   

and that helped me to narrow down my possible options. I also was hoping to find a topic that I                    

would enjoy working on that took place sometime during World War II, as that has always been                 

a very intriguing period in history for me and one that I hoped to learn more about. I went on the                     

NHD website to examine possible topics and eventually stumbled upon the Lend-Lease policy.             

Because Lend-Lease fell under the World War II category, included Franklin Roosevelt (a             

historical figure that I find extremely fascinating), and because I felt that it was not a well-known                 

topic, I ended up selecting the Lend-Lease bill for my NHD project.  

I conducted my research for this project over a period of several months. I used a wide                 

range of online sources which were mostly found by googling the Lend-Lease bill or images               

related to the program. I was able to find numerous sources using this method, including the                

letter Winston Churchill wrote to Franklin Roosevelt asking for assistance, and several political             

cartoons by Dr. Seuss relating to American foreign policy and isolationism. I also found that               

databases offered in the West LMC weebly to be incredibly useful. I located a large portion of                 

my primary sources in the form of newspapers in the ProQuest Historical Newspapers section. I               

also discovered many of my sources in History Study Center. I took notes on practically every                
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source I used and kept track of them in a document, including whether they were primary or                 

secondary. I also found two great books, both on some of the important men behind the                

Lend-Lease program who worked to convince President Roosevelt that Great Britain and            

Winston Churchill were a good bet in which to invest supplies. In addition to these books, I was                  

also able to locate a short video clip made at the time the Lend-Lease bill passed.  

There were several reasons I chose to write a paper. I really enjoy writing papers and                

essays, especially about historical topics that interest me. I find that I am best able to convey my                  

thoughts when I can write them out in the structure of a paper, and as I do not enjoy technology                    

as much, this led me to opt not to create a documentary or website. I also do not like performing                    

or acting so I also chose to avoid a performance. I felt that a paper was the best way to convey                     

my meaning and that it would be the best option for me.  

My NHD topic was an extremely controversial event in history and I was therefore able               

to find several counterclaims. I was also able to use my claim to refute them. several of my                  

sources provided multiple viewpoints on the subject of the Lend-Lease bill, and many offered              

compelling arguments for my claim, while the arguments for my counterclaim were less             

convincing.  
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